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FITTING

Check First
Before drilling holes with the provided hole cutter check for the following.
1. Make sure no filler has been used on the bumper, this can cause install issues.
2. Make sure no crash bar is directly behind the hole you plan to drill and you have enough space behind 
the cut hole for the sensor and cable so as not to over bend the cable or force the cable against any 
metal.

Sensor Fitting
1. Use masking tape to protect the bumper and allow for easy marking of the sensor positions.
2. Cut the hole with the provided hole cutter letting the cutter do the work, do not put pressure on the 
cutter as the centre drill could fail and cause damage to the bumper.
3. Remove any swarf from the hole and make sure the sensor fits okay neither being too tight or too 
loose.
4. Locate the sensor in the up position, (there is a mark on the back of the sensor showing the up 
position) and install into the bumper.
5. When securing cables do not crush with a cable tie or bend too tightly as this will effect the operation 
of the sensors.
6. Leave some slack to allow for sensor removal if needed at a later date.

Control Box Fitting
Fix securely in a suitable location away from moisture allowing for access to the connectors. Ideally all 
connectors should face down.

Buzzer Fitting
Fix securely in a suitable location away from moisture, ideally in a position where it is not covered for 
maximum volume.

How To Use Collars
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WIRING
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FRONT & REAR ADDITIONAL WIRING INFO
Wiring connections:

• Power Feed - Red to Ignition Live

• Power feed - Black to Chassis

• Foot brake - Use the yellow wire. 
Sensors will come on when the foot brake is applied and go off when not applied. There is no hold on 
delay. The yellow wire is also used for the PSPK1 (See Page 6) .

• Reverse Light - Use the brown wire. 
When reverse is selected the sensors will arm and remain on for 15 seconds. If they do not detect 
anything they will turn off. If they do detect they will remain on for another 15 seconds.

• Tact Switch - This is a timer switch. 
Press green button for two seconds and the sensors will activate, hold for 5 seconds and they will 
deactivate. If the sensors detect an object they will remain on, if no detection they will turn off after 30 
seconds.

•Using your own switch. 
Connect the yellow wire to a rocker switch, Switch on = Sensors on, Switch off = Sensors off.

• Trailers, Caravans and Bike racks 
If you tow and don’t want the sensors activating when in reverse the simplest method is to fit a rocker 
switch in the boot and wire it between the reversing light and the 12 volt input of the parking sensor 
control box.

• DISPLAYS (See page 5)
Front displays will only work on front sensors and rear displays will only work on rear displays. For display 
orientation please check the manual. 

• TWO SENSOR SYSTEMS WITH BUZZER 
If you use only two sensor heads then you plug them into C and D.
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OEM PS9** SERIES FITTING GUIDE
To ensure a strong adhesion of the support brackets to the bumper clean all internal surfaces around 
the holes with the 3M Automotive adhesion promoter 06396. Failure to do so may prevent long term 

bond of sensor bracket to bumper. Remove surface dirt and water before using 3M Automotive adhesion 
promoter 06396

 KEEP THE 3M AUTOMOTIVE ADHESION PROMOTER 06396 OFF ANY PAINTED SURFACES.

Remove the bumper from the vehicle and make the holes using a PSDRILL tool. Clean the inner surface 
of the bumper using 3M Automotive adhesion promoter 06396. 

LEAVE TO DRY BEFORE STICKING ON SENSORS.

Clean the face of the bracket with 3M Automotive adhesion promoter 06396 
before inserting the sensor head. 
DO NOT USE THE 3M AUTOMOTIVE ADHESION PROMOTER 06396 ON THE SENSOR 
MAIN BODY IT MAY DAMAGE THE SURFACE OF THE SENSOR.

Insert the sensor head into the mount by rotating into 
position. Make sure you do not trap the rubber seal.

Stick the 3M pad onto the dry sensor bracket and 
then remove the release paper keeping fingers off 
the adhesive surface.

Install the sensors in the hole of the bumper from the inside paying 
attention to the position and alignment ofthe sensor head. Once this 
has been completed, refit the bumper to the vehicle.
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DISPLAYS
Mute + Functions

Mute + Functions

Mute + Functions

Distance

Distance

Left

Left

Right

Right

PS62
1. Use with reverse sensors only
2. Press button on top to mute 
3. Press and hold button to change 
screen orientation (10 Seconds) then 
continued to hold to scroll through screen 
orientations 

88 - Installed on front dashboard
FU - means installed on front roof
nU - Means installed on rear roof with read 
through mirror view
8U - Means installed on rear roof

PS64
1. Use with reverse sensors only
2. Press button on top to mute
3. Press and hold button to change 
screen orientation (10 Seconds) then 
continued to hold to scroll through screen 
orientations

88 - Installed on front dashboard
FU - means installed on front roof
nU - Means installed on rear roof with read 
through mirror view
8U - Means installed on rear roof

PS64FRONT
1. Use with reverse sensors only
2. Press button on top to mute
3. Press and hold button to change 
screen orientation (10 Seconds) then 
continued to hold to scroll through screen 
orientations 

88 - Installed on front dashboard
FU - means installed on front roof
nU - Means installed on rear roof with read 
through mirror view
8U - Means installed on rear roof

Display Error Codes
Some of the displays can show error codes
E1 to E4 = Sensor fault (refers to sensors 
ABDC, ie E1 = Sensor A
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CAN INTERFACES
PSPK1 - 12v Out <6mph (Front Sensors)

PSPK4 - 12v Out in Reverse

PSPK1
Provides 12v on 6mph or less for automatic activation of front parking sensors.

Wiring
RED - 12/24 volt DC Live via 5 amp fuse, AA or permanent Live
BLACK - Ground/Chassis
WHITE - CAN High
BLUE - CAN Low
PURPLE - Connect to yellow of front parking sensor kit

PSPK4
Provides 12v on Reverse

Wiring
RED - 12/24 volt DC Live via 5 amp fuse, AA or permanent Live
BLACK - Ground/Chassis
WHITE - CAN High
BLUE - CAN Low
PURPLE - Connect to red of rear parking sensor kit

For CAN High and CAN Low location and connection refer to vehicle specifications or 
Parksafe Automotive

Checking PSPK1 CAN module is working correctly:

NO LED - Incorrectly Connected
RED LED - System is not connected to CANBUS or active and cannot identify the vehicle
CONSTANT GREEN - Connected to CAN
FLASHING GREEN - Speed pulse detected
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TROUBLESHOOTING
False beeps or constant tone
If the system after installation has any kind of false beeps you need to go through the following check list.

Important: make sure no objects are within a 2.5 meter range of the sensors and the vehicle is on a level surface 
before doing the following tests.

Before doing the following check list check the High/Low adjustment if fitted on your CPU: Turn the High/Low 
adjustment fully anticlockwise and see if the beeps stop, also try fully clockwise. The home position is in the centre.

1) Power feed: Check the power feed is stable and at the correct voltage. Taking power off CAN circuits can cause 
an issue in parking sensor stability. Check for a good earth.
2) Sensor head orientation: Check the sensor heads are in the correct orientation and in the up position. (There 
is an up indicator mark on the back of the sensor) and fitted in the required level position, neither pointing up or 
down.
3) Sensor head fit: Check they are not fitted too tightly in the hole or being squashed and the cable has a clean exit 
from the back of the sensor and is not pressing against metal or plastic and are not fitted on metal (Unless using 
rubber sensor).
4) Cables. Check cables are secure and not crushed or have a tight turn/kink.
5) Connections. Try removing the plugs and re-inserting. Check all connections are pushed in firmly.
6) Control Box. Make sure control box is seated firmly and not damp or wet.
7) Paint: Make sure there is not too much paint on the sensor if self painted.
8) Water / Debris: Make sure there is no water or debris trapped in the sensor ring. clean with small brush and use 
silicon spray and wipe off excess to help repel water.
9) Wiring: Check that the sensor cables are wired correctly. A/B/C/D, If not using display you can also try swapping 
sensors round ABCD - DCBA at the control box.
10) Dip switch: Make sure the dip switches have been selected correctly.
Switch 1, Anti-hook function. For using when vehicle has rear mounted spare wheel or tow hitch.
Switch 2, A/D sensor range. Reduces detection range of outer two sensors C/D.

If the above fails try the following:

1) CPU: Replace CPU.
2) Sensor heads: Replace sensor heads 1 by 1 and test on each change.
3) Power feed: Isolate power feed using relay or ideal CAN power device. Some vehicles do not like devices directly 
connected to the lighting circuit. Alternatively you can use our PSPK4 CAN interface that provides a 12v live on 
reverse to isolate the sensors from the lighting circuit.

System is not working.
Check power feed at both ends of the power cable. 
Check fuse for circuit the control unit is connected to.
Check if sensors are working (See page 8).

Power up beeps.
If you get the standard power up beep and then a further beep or beeps this may be referring to an issue with a 
sensor.

I.E BEEP, BEEP then BEEEEEP  This would refer to sensor 1 having a possible fault
 BEEP, BEEP then BEEEEEP  BEEEEEP This would refer to sensor 2 having a possible
  fault.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Cleaning Sensors
One of the best things that you can do for your sensors is keep them clean. Most of the time, whenever there are 
any issues with the reverse parking sensor, it is because gunk from driving has settled over it. Fortunately, cleaning 
it is a simple task that can be done quickly and is usually very effective. Clean them with a soft cloth or rag. There 
may be dirt and debris trapped on them or they may be oily or dusty. Cleaning with a pressure washer can cause 
issues and it is advised not to directly spray parking sensors.

Checking a sensor is working

First, switch on the PDC (Park Distance Control). With this one, get as close as you can to the sensor and put your 
ear near it. Listen to see if there is a buzzing sound. If there is, then the sensor itself is working. If you cannot hear 
anything or if you do not want to put your ear that close to the sensor then you can simply put your finger up 
against it. If the sensor is vibrating or clicking just slightly then they are working.

Not detecting some objects
Some objects are harder to detect than others. Objects that have an angle or are round may cause the ultrasonic 
sound-wave to deflect away and not return a signal to the detector heads. Absorbent objects may also not detect 
as well. If you think an object should be detected check the sensors are working correctly.

Front parking sensors not activating on CANBUS system below 6mph
Check PSPK1 CAN module is working correctly.
NO LED - Incorrectly Connected.
RED LED - System is not connected to CAN or active and cannot identify the vehicle.
CONSTANT GREEN - Connected to CAN.
FLASHING GREEN - Speed pulse detected.
Handbrake - Check handbrake is off. Having the handbrake on can often override the PSPK1 and prevent it 
triggering the parking sensors.

Important: Troubleshooting can only be done with the RUI interface in most cases available from Parksafe 
Automotive. Parksafe Automotive can offer technical support and access to the latest software through the RUI 
interface.

CANRUI
CANBUS Engineers Programming Kit
Essential for for onsite diagnostics and reprogramming of PSPK1 on vehicles that need special programming
Everything you need to get your customers car talking to our parking sensor interface without having to revisit 
site.
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USING YOUR PARKING SENSOR SYSTEM
Rear System

Rear sensors are typically activated automatically when the reverse gear is selected. 

You will hear a confirmation tone and self test tone the reverse is selected.

Reverse gently into the space, checking your view, and mirrors as well listening to a tone change of the parking 
system.

The faster the tone the closer you are getting to a object. 

On hearing a steady tone you should stop.

Front System

Front sensors self test every time you start the vehicle, they are activated by pressing the Tact Switch or activated 
by the CANBUS System.  Your installer should have explained how your system has been wired.

If using the Tact Switch, the a short press will activate, shown by the switch illuminating a long press will deactivate 
parking sensors.

If CANBUS operated then the sensors will automatically become active when your speed falls below 6mph.

Drive gently into the space, checking your view, and mirrors as well as listening to a tone change of the parking 
system.

The faster the tone the closer you are getting to a object. 

On hearing a steady tone you should stop.
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SENSOR ID
PS440

PS740

PS540 PS640

PS940 PS1040-16

PS1040-16W PS1940-16

Sensor Hole Size:19MM

Sensor Hole Size:18.5MM

Sensor Hole Size:19MM

Sensor Hole Size:14.5MM

Rubber Sensor Hole 
Size:21MM

Sensor Hole Size:18.3MM
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OTHER PRODUCTS IN THE PARKSAFE RANGE

CAMERAS & MONITORS PARKING SENSORS

WWW.PARKSAFEAUTOMOTIVE.COM

POWER INVERTERS COMSUMABLES
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WARRANTY
All Parking Systems have a 3 year warranty. The warranty is non transferrable and only applies to the 
original purchaser. Should the product be found to be defective within the warranty period, the product or 
part will be replaced without charge. To obtain repairs or replacement under the provisions of the warranty, 
the product should be returned prepaid with proof of purchase to the address below with a completed 
copy of our warranty claim form including a copy of the annual inspection stamps. This warranty does not 
cover the removal or reinstallation costs nor does it cover damage through alteration, misuse, mishandling, 
neglect or accident. Any implied warranty is limited to the duration of this written warranty and Parksafe 
shall not be liable for any loss or damage, direct or consequential, arising from the use or inability to use 
this product. No person or representative is authorised, to alter or amend this warranty either verbally or in 
writing. This warranty does not affect your statutory rights.

Warranty Registration

Purchase Date:             /          /
Purchased From / Dealer Address:

Installers Name:

Vehicle Make: Model:
Vehicle Reg:

SERVICE RECORD:

Signed: Signed:

Signed:Signed:

Date: Date:

Date:Date:

Parksafe Automotive Ltd,
Eden House,
High Holborn Road,
Codnor Gate Industrial Estate,
Ripley, Derbyshire,
DE5 3NW
+44 (0) 1773 746 591
sales@parksafeautomotive.com
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DISCLAIMER
The parking assist system is designed as a driver assistance device, and should not be used as a 
substitute for safe parking practices. The area into which the vehicle is to be reversed must be constantly 
visually monitored whilst reversing.

The manufacturer and its distributors do not guarantee or assume liability for collisions or damages 
whilst reversing your vehicle. 

Parking assist systems help to provide assistance when reversing and parking. Driving skills, such as 
slowing down, use of mirrors etc. is always essential.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

1. This unit is for vehicles with 12 & 24 volt DC. PSPK1 and PSPK4 are 12 volts only.

2. The unit should be installed by a professional auto technician.

3. Route wiring harness away from heat sources and electrical components.

4. It is strongly recommended to check the position of the sensor before the actual drilling of the holes.

5. Perform a test after installation.

NOTES:

1. The car engine should always be powered off whilst the installation is in progress.

2. The performance of the sensor may be affected in the following conditions and situations: heavy 
rain, uneven roads, snow, ice, mud, gravel roads, sloping surfaces, plants and bushes, hot and very cold 
weather.

3. Other ultrasonic devices nearby.

4. The sensor should not be installed too tightly or too loose and in the correct orientation.

5. Metal bumpers, or very close forces of metal will effect the performance of the sensors. In the case of 
metal bumpers please use our rubber sensors.

6. Do not locate the control unit to sources of interference or wiring.

7. Do not locate the control box in wet or damp areas, protect from moisture.

8. Do not paint the sensors heads with excess paint or paint containing metal flakes. Apply a thin coat of 
primer first.

9. Do not mount sensors too low or pointing down. Minimum recommend is no lower than 0.5m.

10. Do not count the sensors any closer than 30cm.

11. Mount in a level position making note of the up position of the sensor head.

12. Fully test the system before hand over.
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Parksafe Automotive Ltd,
Eden House,

High Holborn Road,
Codnor Gate Industrial Estate,

Ripley, Derbyshire,
DE5 3NW

+44 (0) 1773 746 591
sales@parksafeautomotive.com

Parksafe Automotive Limited, Suppliers of Vehicle Electronics.
FORS & CLOCS Approved. DVR Recorders, Vehicle CCTV, 

Dash Cameras, Reversing Systems, Parking Sensors, Lighting, 
Warning Beacons & Consumables. OEM Design Services.

ISO 9001 Approved Company

‘KEEPING YOU SAFE IS OUR BUSINESS’


